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edition, and the rest to come! 
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The problem with leadership courses

not encompassed within a larger,

substantive law course is that they are

likely to teach models of leadership that

though successful on the surface, failed

other aspects of success, such as

equality, calling into question their

efficacy as a course reading. The most

traditional conception of a leadership

course requires the study of both

successful and unsuccessful business

practices through various cases, with

the ultimate goal of ascertaining what

behavioural patterns lead to each

result. More synonymous to

psychology classes than law, on the

surface this appears to be an effective

means of boiling down the essential

characteristics of a leader in a

classroom environment (Apple and

Amazon are more successful than

Blackberry, are they not?).

A fact that becomes glaringly obvious when you spend three years in the land of “it

depends” known as law school is that there are few statements you can proclaim

with unequivocal certainty, that is, except one: come spring course selection you

will be dismayed with what you are stuck with. Whether your source of anguish is
having to take that notoriously hard required course, you missed out on a class you
waited 2 years for because of limited seats or BearTracks just outright crashed leaving
you with nothing, class selection has become an art in mitigating the potential damage
next academic year will have. Given this, you would think students should
unconditionally endorse any means of increasing class selection short of standing-
room-only for 3 hour lectures. For the large part, I agree with this sentiment, but if we
are forced to endure class purges due to budget cuts it is also time to consider whether
case-based “leadership” courses without practical application should be one of the
victims.

BUILD-A-LEADER: 
WHY IT’S TIME WE DITCH LEADERSHIP COURSES

F E A T U R E
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But we have to be careful whether we

can still characterize these cases as

“successful” when society is rapidly

expanding its conception of the term to

include more than financial statements.

Big law presents a salient example of

this. A recent Globe and Mail article

revealed that the partnership of Blake,

Cassels & Graydon, who arguably lead

the most successful corporate law firm

in Canada, is riddled with wage gaps

between their female and male

partners, which is bolstered by male

partners awarding work to male

associates over their female

counterparts. Across Canada, law firms,

including the most financially successful

ones like Blakes, are openly

acknowledging that despite their

financial success they have fallen short

on achieving equality, another quality

we should now consider essential to

success. 

By: Alexis Neuman (3L)



These shortcomings can prove fatal to

the validity of a case but are rarely so

explicit, especially to a third party who

has never participated in the larger

work culture but is merely reading a

case. In today’s society, these factors

make it almost impossible to truly

contemporaneously characterize any

action of a leader as truly “successful”

without having a holistic context of the

environment where the actions took

place.

These shortcomings can prove fatal to

the validity of a case but are rarely so

explicit, especially to a third party who

has never participated in the larger

work culture but is merely reading a

case. In today’s society, these factors

make it almost impossible to truly

contemporaneously characterize any

action of a leader as truly “successful”

without having a holistic context of the

environment where the actions took

place.

Though the picture may seem grim for

leadership courses, if implemented in

substantive legal courses, I believe we

can give students the opportunity to

come into their own style of

leadership and avoid the

shortcomings of past leadership

courses. Whether you see yourself as

a leader or not, all lawyers at some

point will have to lead. Sure you might

not be giving a presentation a-la

Apple about the latest iPhone or

leading COVID-relief (why you would

want to is another question in itself),

but it is inevitable that you will

advocate for clients who expect you

to lead them through some of the

most stressful moments of their lives.

An effective lawyer, and in turn leader,
comes equipped with the necessary
tools for the job. Though some trial
and error will inevitably be required to
reach your maximum leadership
potential in the legal context,
substantive law courses can play a
large role in providing those skills.
Expanding our syllabi in these
substantive courses to include the
opportunity for advocacy practices
facilitates students practicing being
leaders in their own way with or
without the pressures of actually
leading a client. Classes such as Low
Income and the Law, Justice Reform,
and extracurricular activities like SLS
are already making students into
effective lawyers in the real world —
there’s no need to remain trapped in
the casebook. 

F E A T U R E
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It is a nondescript Sunday afternoon. I’m in my apartment studiously working away

when the telltale sounds of a megaphone echo closer. It’s the second time in as

many days.

I watch from my balcony as a group of people march by. The gathering is littered with

signs reading ‘My body, my choice,” visuals coopted from the Black Lives Matter

movement, and Holocaust badges meant to draw comparisons between the atrocities

suffered by Jewish people at that time and what is supposedly coming with this

mandate. 

Many of the signs simply read, ‘Freedom.’ That is, after all, what they say they are

fighting for. They attempt to frame their actions in a positive-negative rally-protest

dichotomy. This is a rally for freedom, not a protest against vaccines. They are not

complaining about the burdens they shoulder for all of us. They are rallying for their

freedom, certainly, but as they turn and wave at me on my balcony, surely, they mean

they are rallying for my freedom as well. 

More unassuming is the sign declaring the right to privacy. I breeze over it, at first.

The group marches past, but it is not long before they return. I emerge onto the

balcony. This time, so too does my neighbour, holding a large sign which reads, ‘GET

VAXXED’ in thick, black lettering. 

WE’RE HOLDING A RALLY, NOT A PROTEST…RIGHT?
By Bailey Ryan (1L)

I notice the sign. So does the group.

Surely, those rallying below us must
agree with my neighbour. After all,
they are not protesting the vaccine,
they are rallying for freedom. Their
freedom. My neighbour’s freedom.
My freedom. According to their sign,
the freedom to choose. Freedom of
privacy. 
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I give my neighbour a thumbs up.

Part of the group stops. A few beats
go by, and I am confused.
Understanding dawns on me as I see a
drone hovering in front of my
neighbour’s balcony. It moves towards
me. A member of the group rally had
flown a drone affixed with a camera
up several stories to capture my face.
It shifts to peer into my home.

F E A T U R E



am in disbelief as one member of this

freedom rally holds up a sign boldly

claiming to protect the freedom to be

private while another flies a drone up

to look into the windows of my home.

The freedom rally marches on. 

These groups insist that it is a rally and

not a protest. Their own framing of a

protest in a negative light combined

with their actions shows that their

intentions are not as noble as they

claim.

They argue that the vaccine mandate

and by extension, the government, is

threatening our freedom and that they

are rallying to protect it. Freedom of

privacy is a fundamental part of what

they say they are fighting for. But at

the mere suggestion via an innocuous

sign raised stories above them that

they do what they claim not to be

protesting against, they are willing to

trample on that freedom.

Not all who oppose the mandate are

protesting the vaccine. But some are

certainly protesting my freedom of

privacy. It seems that it is only their

own freedom which they are rallying

to protect.

This might be a rally, but it is also a

protest. Neither achieves the freedom

which they claim is at stake.

F E A T U R E
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So on September 17th, I got the

chance to check out this new game

called Career Day. Here’s my review. 

The first thing that gamers need to

know is that this game is not a console

game. So all you sweats like me out

there that are used to the comfy grip

of a controller and thumbsticks will

have to adjust to keyboard controls for

Career Day. The controls were pretty

intuitive, although I have to say not

having those triggers at my fingertips

did slow down my react time and may

have contributed to my inability to

really lay down rapid-fire when I

needed to. But that didn’t stop me

from having a great time with this

game, and here’s why.

Career Day is what we call an MMOG

or Massive Multiplayer Online Game,

and that’s where it really shines. Your

ability to interact with other players

and to have great social time is what

the game is all about, and it did not

disappoint. The game had tables that

you could sit at and strategize with

other players and a “food area”

complete with picnic tables and food

trucks, really contributing to the

immersive experience and world-

building. 

REVIEW: CAREER DAY
By: Michael Bradley (1L) 
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Many of the levels were pretty similar to each other, and I would have liked the chance

to level up and become a lawyer within the game itself. Also, it was sometimes hard to

decipher exactly how to defeat some of the bosses and where to find any of the hidden

weapons or armour. There were times when I felt totally ready to face a boss and

ultimately ended up just talking to them for a while and leaving the area with the boss

still undefeated. 

All in all, this was an enjoyable entry-level MMOG, and I had some fun. Special mention

goes to the inclusion of a wizard named Bruce, who would magically appear whenever

players got stuck and give them a zap in the butt towards moving the story along. I’d

like to see what this game could do on the PS5, but for now, I’d recommend it for law

noobs and social gamers.

F E A T U R E
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I noticed that a lot of players, myself
included, took the time to get into
costume with ties and everything, and
all this really gave it a “role-playing”
feel that is so much the character of
great MMOGs. 

Graphics-wise, this version of Career
Day was a bit behind the cutting edge.
This may be because I have a state-of-
the-art gaming setup and 4K screen,
but some of the graphics seemed a bit
pixelated at times, and the animation
was sometimes a bit laggy, particularly
in high-action sequences. 

But the rooms had a lot of character,
and most of the face-to-face graphics
in the story sequences were pretty
realistic; at times, it really felt like you
were looking into a real law office and
talking to real lawyers. Kudos to the
animation team.

This game was a bit of a letdown in
the story progression, as well as the
boss fights. As I moved throughout
the game, I didn’t really get a sense
that I was levelling up, and it was
sometimes hard to know what part of
the story I was in. 



EDMONTON ELECTION RECAP

2 voting stations were delayed in opening by an hour due to “missing supplies.”
Edmonton saw some stations with long lines; for example, in Ward Metis, one voter
waited two hours to cast her ballot. 
Some voters complained that the lack of a voter list made them nervous that people
could vote multiple times, without the knowledge of elections staff. 
Allegations made on Twitter (so, take with a grain of salt, dear reader) suggest that a
voting station in Ward Ipiikoohkanipiaohtsi turned away voters in line at 8pm if they
had not gotten their ID checked.
The voting station at St. Brendan School received the incorrect school trustee ballot
forms.

On October 18, Edmontonians went to the polls, and what an eventful day it

became. 

First, there were several issues with the voting locations:

By Cailey Severson (3L)

Despite the various problems at the

voting stations, Edmontonians showed

up at a high rate — a whopping 37.6%

voter turnout, or a total of 236,488

people. Though not the highest

turnout, this is the highest voter

turnout since the 2004 election,

where Stephen Mandel won out over

Bill Smith.

The big winner of the night was

Amarjeet Sohi. Sohi, a former

Edmonton Transit driver and federal

MP under the Trudeau government,

won the mayoral election with 45.05%

of the vote. He easily swept his top

opponent, Mike Nickel, out of the

race. Nickel, a controversial former city

councillor, managed only to receive

25.28% of the vote. Other than Kim

Krushell, no other candidate surpassed

10% of the vote share.

Edmonton’s city council is poised to

look very different than it did before. 

Four incumbents were defeated in this
race: Tony Caterina, Jon Dziadyk,Moe
Banga, and Bev Esslinger. Additional
female councillors were elected,
making 8 of 12 councillors women.
Three council members and the
mayor are people of colour, and Sohi
is the first South Asian mayor of
Edmonton. Some political
commentators have claimed the shift
of this council “reflects voters’ desire
for change.” Other commentators
noted that this election had a record
number of Black candidates, none of
whom were elected and that council is
not as representative of the
community as some have claimed.

Similarly exciting elections happened
across the province: Calgary elected
Jyoti Gondek, the city’s first female
mayor, and Wood Buffalo elected its
first black councillor, Funky Banjoko.
Big changes happened this week
across the province, and I, for one,
cannot wait to see what comes next.

C U R R E N T  E V E N T S
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On October 18, Calgarians went to the polls

to vote in the municipal election. This short

article will give you some quick takeaways

to know how people voted and some

takeaways from the results.

Mayoral Race

Calgarians overwhelmingly elected Jyoti

Gondek, who won 45% of the vote, over

the other major mayoral contenders —

Jeromy Farkas and Jeff Davison, who won

30% and 13%, respectively. Gondek is

Calgary’s first female mayor. Like Farkas

and Davison, Gondek previously served as

a City Councillor and, coupled with her

Ph.D. in urban sociology, brings

tremendous experience to her role.

Gondek’s previous council positions of

note include support for the Green Line

LRT expansion, support for policing

reform, reducing the default speed limit in

Calgary to 40 km/hr, and has taken

numerous “shots” against the UCP

government, especially their approach to

pandemic management. During the

municipal election, Gondek’s campaign

promises included, among other issues,

investing in the arts, bringing downtown

to life, addressing house prices &

homelessness. She also sought a “fair

deal” for Calgary, which asks the provincial

government to return more of the

property tax money they collect from the

City of Calgary.

Jeromy Farkas campaigned on freezing

property taxes, making downtown safer

(including building a downtown police

station and opposing “defund efforts”),

and promising to replace the city council’s

pensions with a smaller registered

retirement savings plan.

in 2016, Farkas, who is bisexual, became
Calgary’s first openly LGBTQ2S+ City
Councillor.

Ward Races

The ward-level elections in Calgary
brought in substantial changes to the
make-up of Calgary’s City Council.
Typically, incumbents in city council
elections are almost guaranteed re-
election, as incumbency is the strongest
predictor of success in city council
elections. However, in this city election,
two incumbents were defeated, and a
number of City Councillors did not run for
re-election, which means 11 new
representatives will be sworn into City
Hall on October 25th. The make-up of the
new council did not appear to shift
towards any one political direction; a shift
may be seen later on in the term, as
municipal elections in Calgary do not
involve political parties.

Media attention focused prominently on
the election of Sean Chu in ward 4,
where the incumbent was re-elected by
52 votes. Rallies calling on the Councillor
to resign were held after reports surfaced
that Chu, who previously served as a
police officer, was reprimanded for
discreditable conduct by the Edmonton
Police Service for bringing a 16-year-old
girl to his residence, while on duty, and
engaging in sexual foreplay. Mayor-elect
Gondek declined to swear in the
Councillor and participated in a rally
calling on Chu to resign. At least 10 of the
14 City Councillors have called on Chu to
resign as well. However, counter-rallies
were held in support of Chu, calling the
“resign rallies” anti-democratic and
claiming that the sexual assault allegation
was already dealt with. 

CALGARY MUNICIPAL ELECTION TAKEAWAYS
By: Illya Shcherba (3L)
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UOFA LAW - THE RUNNING CLUB 

      On the Run is a new run club started this year by three 2Ls, Georgia Philipp, Emilio
Filomeno and Kiana Smith. We currently have 50 members and are happy to accept
more! 

Our goal as a club is to help everyone check “half/full marathon” off their bucket list.
The way to do that is to build a community that supports one another and challenges
you to accomplish something new — whether that be running for the first time ever or
completing your 12th marathon. We are not a track team, so if you want to walk, jog,
sprint, we don’t mind! We just want to give everyone a supportive place to help
motivate them to get outside and keep active throughout the semester. 

As a group, we started with a 3km route. Gradually throughout the semester, we are
increasing the distance, with the goal of being ready to run our race in late February or
early March. Why in winter? Well, it's to keep with the tradition of the three of us
running our half marathon in winter earlier this year. 

Our current schedule has us running at 8:00 AM on Tuesdays and Fridays, starting

at the Law Centre.

By: Chloe Campbell (2L) 

S P O R T S
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Intramural Soccer/Futsal 
      

      

       Starting in September the team plays 8v8 outdoor soccer on turf fields while the

weather is nice enough. They play four regular season games plus a playoff game. The

season ends at the beginning of October, but they transition directly into the 3v3 futsal

season which runs until November. The games are held every Tuesday anywhere

between 5:30–9:30 PM. Team sports in general are such a great way to meet new

people, build community, and stay active while in school! No prior experience is

required to join, and everyone is there to have a great time and score (hopefully) a

couple goals while they’re at it! The team doesn’t have any practices so all you’re

expected to do is show up ready to have a GREAT time on game night! If anyone is

keen to watch, they are currently playing futsal on Tuesday nights at the Butterdome!

Intramural Basketball 

The Law Faculty’s Intramural Basketball

Team is back for another exciting season!

Captained by Jordan Korol (2L), the team

just welcomed a huge influx of 1L talent to

the group. The team plays in the university-

wide Competitive League on Thursday

nights. They welcome players with different

talents and a variety of playing experiences.

Whether you were a high school player or

college varsity athlete, if you’re competitive

and love the game this is the team for you!

Although they love to compete, the most

important aspect is building team spirit. No

matter your year of study, playing

basketball is a great way to socialize with

other students and stay fit throughout the

semester. 
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 Coming off a fresh win over the

Med/Dental Faculty Team, the nine current

members are looking forward to making the

playoffs this year. If you missed out on

registration for this Fall, there will be another

opportunity to join in the Winter semester.

S P O R T S



Intramural Hockey 

The Tortfeasors are a co-ed law school club

that plays in the UofA Division 1 Intramurals

Hockey League. They play at the Clare

Drake Arena on Tuesday nights at either

9:30 PM or 10:45 PM and the season runs

from October to March. This season the

team is made up of three 1L's, ten 2L's, and

six 3L's. Players must try out for a spot on

the team, but with six 3L’s graduating after

this season, there will be several openings

next year! The Tortfeasors do Friday Skates

at the Clare Drake from 3:15-4:15 PM. They

are just a fun opportunity to scrimmage and

are open to non-Tortfeasor players. If you

are interested in joining the Friday skates

and you want to get on the ice, meet some

fellow law students and have a good time,

please email Jonas Patron:

patron@ualberta.ca
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Intramural Dodgeball 

This season there are two law

intramural dodgeball teams: Torts

Illustrated and Carbolic DodgeBalls.

Torts Illustrated returns after their

2020 season was cut short by

COVID-19 as they headed into

Playoffs. Despite losing a few of their

star players to the Tuesday night

Administrative Law class, Torts

Illustrated is currently tied for first in

the league. The Carbolic DodgeBalls

have had a slow start to the season,

but they recently won their first game

and are preparing to make a

comeback in the latter part of the

season. The season runs from

September to the end of November

and both teams play on Tuesday

nights at the Education Gym.

2021-2022 Roster: 
Goalie: Jack Holan
Defenceman: Brendin Gaucher, Zach Dietrich, Tyler Warchola, Jon Brisebois,
Bryden Heisler, Ben Kriwokon, Madison McCoy
Forwards: Bryce Kneller, Chad Olson, Christian Saive, Jonas Patron, Everett
Putz, Jake Mandrusiak, Jack Stout, Shayne Kamuchik, Nathan Fournier, Jory
Simard, Devin Buffalo

S P O R T S
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EVENT RECAP REEL
Feels good to see our friends in person again! 

By: Kiana Smith (2L)

M a k i n g  U p  F o r  L a w - s t  T i m e

P r e - O

1 L  S a t u r d a y  B e e r s  C h a t

F i r s t  F r i d a y  B a c k

W h a t  h a p p e n s  a t  F F B  

s t a y s  a t  F F B . . .
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E l  H a c k o

T r u c k i n ’  G o o d  T i m e

A i d i n g  &  A b a t t i n g
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E v e r y  C h i l d  M a t t e r s  W a l k / R u n  

H a l l o W E E K

U P  N E X T …  
M o t i o n  t o  S t r i k e  �  ( s t a y  t u n e d )



ALBERTA LAW REVIEWALBERTA LAW REVIEW
PRESENTS:PRESENTS:

CITATION WORKSHOP FOR 1LSCITATION WORKSHOP FOR 1LS

E a c h  y e a r ,  t h e  m e m b e r s  o f  t h e  A l b e r t a  L a w  R e v i e w  E d i t o r i a l  C o m m i t t e e
p u t  o n  a  w o r k s h o p  t o  a s s i s t  1 L  s t u d e n t s  w i t h  c i t a t i o n  q u e s t i o n s  f o r  t h e i r
m e m o s .  T h i s  i s  a  g r e a t  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  g e t  2 L  a n d  3 L  A L R  v o l u n t e e r s  t o

h e l p  y o u  w i t h  y o u r  c i t a t i o n s  a n d  t o  n a v i g a t e  t h e  M c G i l l  G u i d e !  
 

W h o :  A l l  1 L  s t u d e n t s  a r e  e n c o u r a g e d  t o  a t t e n d  a n d  b r i n g  t h e i r  m e m o s
a n d  M c G i l l  G u i d e s .

 
W h e n :  D r o p - i n  o n  D e c e m b e r  1 ,  2 0 2 1  b e t w e e n  1 2 : 0 0 p m - 2 : 0 0 p m  ( i n -

p e r s o n )  o r  b e t w e e n  4 : 0 0 p m - 6 : 0 0 p m  ( o n l i n e ) .  
 

W h e r e :  T h e  a f t e r n o o n  s e s s i o n  w i l l  b e  i n - p e r s o n  i n  L C  1 0 5 .  T h e  e v e n i n g
s e s s i o n  w i l l  b e  h e l d  o n l i n e  ( d e t a i l s  a n d  a  l i n k  t o  c o m e ) .

 
I f  y o u  h a v e  a n y  q u e s t i o n s ,  p l e a s e  c o n t a c t  C h l o e  C a m p b e l l

c c h l o e @ u l a b e r t a . c a ,  S h e l b y  J o h n s o n  s l j @ u l a b e r t a . c a ,  o r  B r a d  S m i t h
b s m i t h 2 @ u a l b e r t a . c a .  
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Free burger and ice cream day started as all days with free food should:

perfectly. The sky was blue, the leaves were starting to turn vibrant shades of red

and orange, and the excited buzz of 1L chatter filled the air. LRW was done for

the day, and the promise of a weekend without Foundations readings made

freedom taste even sweeter. The cherry on top? The LSA on the couches,

handing out tickets for the food trucks outside. 

Now let’s be clear: free food is always a win (#studentlife). But THIS free food

was extra special. Originally scheduled for a Monday, the U of A’s mini-shutdown

due to Alberta’s high COVID-19 numbers meant that the event was up in the air.

Ominous thoughts ran rampant: was the mini-shutdown the start of another year

of online schooling? Were we doomed to forever interact with tiny Zoom boxes

instead of living, breathing humans? Would we ever get to experience all the free

food that the upper years had told us about last year?! Luckily, despite our

province’s embarrassing — and continuous — failing grade on public health, the

LSA provided us with an alternative date. 

Cut to Friday morning: there’s a line around the block, filled with not-yet-

stressed-still-just-happy-to-be-here 1Ls and we-have-Friday-classes-why-did-

we-do-this-to-ourselves-again 2Ls and 3Ls. Since this event was eagerly

anticipated (please see above re: free food), it’s perhaps no surprise that the line

is moving at a snail’s pace. While the speed of the line speaks to the freshness of

the burgers being prepared, those of us with a class at 1pm are eyeing our

watches with trepidation. Do we continue waiting? Should we give up? We’ve

now invested so much of our lives in the pursuit of this burger – can we really just

turn away?

BURGERS, ICE CREAM, AND THE POLICE – OH MY!
By: Sabrina Kuckertz (2L)

S O C I A L
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Suddenly, shrieks split the air. The

sprinkler system has been turned on,

dousing unsuspecting line-standers.

For some, the decision is made: it’s a

sign to go to class and give up on the

food. For others, resolve kicks in. How

can you go to class wet, without

anything else to show for it?

Along the edge of the Law Centre,

hidden in the trees, I spot a man with a

cowboy hat. He nods to himself,

swinging a large ring of keys. He

seems pleased about the sprinklers —

perhaps this is a “don’t stand on the

lawn” lawn? Before I can theorize too

much, a police officer pulls in.

Cowboy Hat Man walks to her with

purpose, pointing at the line, at the

food trucks, and everything in

between. 

So far, few people have noticed the

officer, but my stomach is sinking (and

growling). When she starts to walk

towards the food trucks, my

suspicions are confirmed. Sure

enough, the food trucks are parked in

a fire lane and must be moved

immediately.

The burger man is understandably

annoyed, moving his truck in such

haste that he forgets to remove the

wooden block supporting the trailer.

As it scrapes along the ground, I

reflect on the little things I’ve missed

since March 2020. For one, the

feeling of compassion for a stranger

who is clearly having a bad time of

things.

 

For another, there is beauty in the
humanity in the students that quickly
wave him to a stop before he can
break his trailer hitch clean off. And, of
course, is anything more unifying than
the panicked expressions of dozens of
line-standers who don’t know what
this development means for their
position in said line.

Tension fills the air… is anyone going
to enforce the rights of the original
front-of-the-liners against those who
now stand closer to the truck’s new
position? After all, the originals have
done their waiting — 45 minutes of it,
to be precise. Plus, they’ve suffered
through sprinkler attacks and the
existential crisis of whether free food
truly outweighs the price of missing a
class (it works out to be about
$20/class, in case anyone was
wondering). Meanwhile, those at the
back haven’t earned front-of-the-line
status yet; they haven’t known the
triumphs and defeats, the epic highs
and lows of line-standing. 

Perhaps sensing the potential for a
stampede (RIP Mufasa), the police
officer quickly steps in. She directs the
front of the line to follow her like a set
of ducklings, and soon we’re snaking
across the street, waving at the poor
drivers forced to give pedestrians
priority. And just like that, the fire lane
is cleared, the sprinklers are off, and
the hungry, hungry law students who
stuck it out are rewarded with their
burgers and ice cream.

So what’s the moral of the story?

While the food may have been free,

it was nevertheless earned.
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By: Cailey Severson (3L)
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LIST: BEST WAYS TO DO WELL
IN LAW SCHOOL
By: Victoria Chiu (3L)



Introduction: 

Winter isn’t the only season that is fast approaching, the latest and greatest

version of the Bachelorette also commences October 19 starring kindergarten

teacher Michelle Young’s search for love. Even though this will be the 18th

version of the Bachelorette, this season comes complete with changes big and

small. First, Chris Harrison has permanently vacated his hosting duties, and

subsidiary role as half-hearted pep-talker, after some less than politically correct

comments. We can also kiss goodbye the thought of travelling to exotic

locations (thanks, Covid). But thankfully some things never change in the

Bachelor-world and Michelle’s season will surely be filled with bromances,

awkward group dates and maybe even a happily ever after? But even if the

season ends up being a flaming hot mess (in 18 seasons a few have to be below

average), we place money on Michelle’s season being heavily touted as the

“most dramatic yet”. 

Just like our past predictions for Matt James’ Bachelor season, we will be basing

our predictions solely off of the contestants' photos and ABC bios. 

Disclaimer: This article will be published after the first episode airs.

Therefore, we fully accept that we will most likely be wrong on every level.

BETTING ON THE BACHELORETTE: THE LATEST AND
GREATEST REALITY TELEVISION PREDICTIONS 
By: Devyn Kim (3L) & Alexis Neuman (3L)
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“The Production Plant”:

Every year it is glaringly obvious a few

contestants should have been screened

out before Night 1, yet they somehow

stick around week after week because

they make good television. These are

the production plants.

One of our picks for this season’s

production plant is JT. Although we’re

sure JT is a nice-enough guy (and we’re

thankful that nobody listed their

occupation this year as a ‘Queen’) his

job as a yoga guru does stand out as

odd among the other men. 
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Therefore, we are putting him in the

Top 4 — just enough time to get to

know him and get excited for his own

season without being too heartbroken

when he gets eliminated. Expect

Clayton to get the most favourable

edit of any of the men outside of

Michelle’s final pick.

“The Bad First Impression” Who’s

Showing Up in a Costume: 

We feel relatively confident that a man

who willingly lists his occupation as a

“pizzapreneur” such as Peter is going

to come in first night either with a

pizza or a bottle of wine in tow. If he’s

feeling bold, and/or was told to by

producers, he might even dress up as

said food items. It is near Halloween

after all.

Brandon K is also someone we are

keeping an eye on to make a dramatic

first impression. According to his bio,

he is looking for a relationship full of

“playful[ness]” and “fun”.

Further, JT claims that he’s “never had

to worry about much in his life.”

Instant red flag — this show loves to

be dramatic, hardships are essentially

a prerequisite at this point! 

Our second pick for a production

plant is Rick. Although Rick is age

appropriate, has an actual job and

seems to love love, we think that he is

going to bring some drama to this

season. Specifically, Rick lists double-

dates as something he “is not a fan of''.

Therefore, this provides ABC with the

perfect opportunity to send him on all

the group dates and the infamous 2-

on-1 date to create some tension &

drama for the viewers. 

Your Next Bachelor Is...

...already decided before the show

even airs! Yep, more than a month

before Michelle’s season aired

Bachelor producer Mike Fleiss

confirmed that the next bachelor

would come from Michelle’s season

and dropped the hint that his name

begins with the letter “C”. It is now an

open secret that medical sales rep

Clayton was selected for the role as he

has been spotted filming scenes.

While this takes away the mystery, it

does leave us contemplating how

long on the show he’ll make it before

getting the boot.

MALF
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Historically the first impression rose is

a strong indicator of a contestant's

success. More importantly though it

inevitably serves as a point of drama,

putting an immediate target on the

back of the lucky guy. 

One of our picks for the first

impression rose is Leroy, a PhD

student from Dallas. As a kindergarten

teacher, we think that Michelle will

appreciate Leroy’s commitment to his

education. Leroy also has a

compelling backstory that he might

“naturally” bring up in the first night:

the child of Ghanianze parents, his

family immigrated to America when he

was a child. Watch for Leroy to make it

far this season and steal some hearts. 

Our second pick for the first

impression rose is Spencer, a Financial

Crimes Analyst from Cleveland, Ohio.

Spencer is described as being

“athletic, [having] a great job and is

incredibly smart”. What else could

Michelle want in a guy? Further, what

we think will capture Michelle’s

attention on the first night is the fact

that Spencer has a son who describes

him as being “the world’s best dad”.

Therefore, there is a good chance that

Spencer will bring something special

for Michelle from his son — perhaps a

drawing of them as a happy family?

Either way, we know Michelle loves

kids, and the Bachelor franchise seems

to be trending towards favourable

edits of single dads, so could see

Spencer scoring some major bonus

points from Michelle and production. 

On top of that, he claims to “love the

Cha-Cha Slide” (does anyone actually

love the Cha-Cha Slide??). Therefore,

we fully expect him to go full out for

his entrance and “Cha-Cha slide”

himself into Bachelor Nation and a

spot on Bachelor in Paradise. 

First Impression Rose:

       

MALF
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“Punches Will Be Thrown”:

Every year the Bachelorette stretches

one fight between contestants into a

multi-night extravaganza and there’s

nothing to suggest that we’re going to

ignore that this year. Picking who will

be the fighters was not easy, but we

believe that personal trainer from

Miami, Martin will get in a fight with

NFL-player Bryan. Now we’ve never

heard of Bryan so we doubt that he’s

Tom Brady-level successful in the NFL

(otherwise he wouldn’t waste his time

on the show…), but there will instantly

be questions about whether he is

there for the right reasons or if just

trying to secure his post-retirement

media gig. As a personal trainer whose

bio indicates that he works to perfect

his body everyday, Martin seems up

to the task of fighting Bryan in

Michelle’s honor to only be asked to

leave the next night. Similarly,

Olumide’s bio states that he is

“com[ing] in hot” this season in order

to win over Michelle. Is this ABC’s way

of hinting to us that he might be

involved in some drama this season?

Only time will tell… 

“Thanks, But No Thanks” Won’t

Make it Past the First Night:

Every season we have to say goodbye

to a handful of guys before they have

said more than 5 words, sadly this year

we have Chris G. and Garrett on the

list to not bother unpacking.

Chris G. from Halifax is a motivational

speaker, cat owner (one of his cats is

named Small Cat….that speaks

volumes) and spoken poetry lover. We

can’t help but wonder if Chris G. was

cast for a different season given that

he seems to have little in common

with Michelle’s sporty-spice attitude. If

he gets the kick we at least hope he

will bust out some poetry upon his

entrance. Our other pick to not survive

the first rose ceremony is Garrett.

Although he and Michelle share the

important goal of wanting to start a

family, we are not too sure how well

Michelle will respond to Garrett

referring to himself as “plant daddy”. 

MALF
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Final Four: Hometown Dates

Our first pick for the final four is

Brandon J. Though Brandon is one of

the youngest guys cast for his season

at 26 (the men range from 25 to 36)

he manages to balance having an

interest in basketball, Michelle’s sport,

with his own career as a travelling

nurse recruiter -- meaning the two

should be able to develop a deeper

connection than just basketball.

Brandon should also be able to

leverage the fact that he is in a

traveling career and not bound to a

geographic location to show his

commitment to Michelle by being

willing to move wherever she is

working. This might just be the best of

both worlds.

We already noted that Clayton has all

but been guaranteed as the next

Bachelor which means that he is going

to make it far in this season. Though

we cannot imagine him making it to

the final two like Michelle did in her

season, we do see him coming in

number four. 

The top 4 gives us enough time to

become familiar with himself and his

self-proclaimed “wonderful family” and

buy into his personal journey for love

for another season of madness.  

Our third pick for the final four is Joe.

Based on his bio, we believe that Joe

and Michelle have a lot in common.

Like many of the men this

commonality starts in basketball: both

Michelle and Joe are large basketball

fans and both were student-athletes in

college for it. In fact, Joe describes

basketball as “his first true love”. The

similarities between these two does

not end with basketball either. They

both currently live in Minnesota

(proximity is important) and are

excited to start a family. Based on

these similarities we expect that Joe

and Michelle will have an instant

connection — both on and off the

court. 

For our final pick for hometown dates

we have decided to throw in a

wildcard, Nayte. Besides being of a

similar age to Michelle, it does not

appear that they share many deep

connections. However, in his bio he is

described as a “six-foot, eight-inch

Adonis of a man” who enjoys being

the life of a party. As a result, we think

that Nayte will for sure grab Michelle’s

attention not just because of his

height, but also because of his fun,

outgoing personality. Overall, Nayte

claims to be looking for his “teammate

for life” and we are thinking that

Michelle can fill that role. After all,

opposites attract, right?

MALF
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Our Final Picks:

Alexis: This season was tricky for me, as the producers seemed to endevor to cast age-

appropriate men with successful careers (I can’t say the same for Matt James’ season). In

the end my final pick is Brandon J. Based on his biography he balances the ‘having an

interest in sport requirement’ Michelle seemed to request with his own career. In a field of

men who described them as introverts, I think Brandon’s dynamic personality should

connect well with Michelle, who in Matt’s season was a breath of fresh air when she

entered mid-season, and stand out from the crowd as soon as he exits the limo. 

Devyn: Considering my final pick for Matt James' season went home the first night, I can’t

do much worse for Michelle. That being said, I agree with Alexis that there weren't any real

outliers that were an automatic “yes” or “no” for me. However, for my final pick I am going

with Joe. As mentioned, Michelle and Joe share a lot of similarities in important areas

including location and family aspirations. However, what really solidified Joe as a standout

for me was the fact that his name is Joe. We know that the Joe’s of Bachelor Nation often

turn out to be fan favourites and all around great guys (i.e. Doctor Joe & Grocery Store Joe

— the GOAT of Bachelor Nation). Therefore, I think Michelle will choose Joe and live

happily ever after in Minnesota with their four basketball-playing kids. 

MALF
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CANONS OF CONSTRUCTION’S 
CONCOCTED COSMIC CONCEPTIONS

By: Colleen Copley (1L)

Aries (March 21 – April 19)

Well, Aries. You've done it again. You're

perfect in every way, mainly because you

share your zodiac sign with this column's

esteemed writer. Need I list the other ways

you will flourish in November? Well, if you

insist. First, your fiery selves will continue to

win all the arguments you force on others.

You stubborn rams will find that you are still

just as confident in your bad ideas as your

good ones. You will keep channelling that

rage that burns deep inside you. That fire

will get you through every paper and exam

coming up, all while keeping up your

incredible snarky meme game online. Keep

up the great work, Aries. 

Gemini (May 21 – June 20)

Your optimism is going to keep you going

over the next month, Gemini. One of your

twin personalities is going to find

everything easy-breezy, while the other

one is going to spend too much time

arguing about vaccines online. You're

going to find the *best* motivational

quotes, though, and the rush you get from

those 15 Insta-likes will carry you through

your busy weeks (you don't need approval,

but it's nice when it happens, amirite?). 

Horoscopes are the most superfluous of advice columns. I don't know you, you don't know

me, you didn’t ask me, and yet… here we are. We are tied together through the stars and

the very planetary movements that govern whatever the heck horoscopes.com says they

govern. I am not an astrologer, but I predict a few of you will have choice words for me in

the future. #blessed.
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Cancer (June 21 – July 22)

I read on the internet that you are so

intuitive; it's almost wasted energy to write

this horoscope. You already know what's

going to happen, and you've already told

everyone about it. Because you're so

independent (except when you're

codependent), you're probably going to

skip a lot of gatherings this month to get

work done and fall into a new-age

inspiration spiral. Crabby Cancers tend to

hate small talk, so keep practicing your

fully-cited three-page text answers to

simple questions. I promise — your friends

love it. 

Leo (July 23 – August 22)

This is your month to roar, Leo. I know, I

know — you're saying to yourself, "you

can't tell me what to do!" You're right — no

one can. This is why, no matter how many

times it's said to you, you will stress yourself

out if you don't stop reading the comments

(but you do you). It's hard when you can't

go out and be the centre of attention; I

totally get it. Take this time to focus on your

obligations (which you already know you're

the best at). Overall, your pride and

confidence will buoy you through the

stressful times ahead, ensuring you're ready

to rock all the work that's coming up in the

busy school season. 



Sagittarius  (November 22 – December

21)

You don't need me. You don't need my

validation, and you don't need some 1L,

fake astrologer telling you about yourself,

do you? You've got the world to figure out,

people to lead, papers to write, and exams

to study for. You probably aren't even

reading this right now because you have

much better things to do. 

Capricorn (December 22 – January 19)

November is your month Capricorn. Study

schedule? Check. Completed readings,

supplementary readings, optional readings,

and independent study? Check. Perfect

study group? Check (except that one guy

you can't stand and texted a passive-

aggressive meme to after a few too many

thanksgiving drinks). Capricorn, I already

know you will be the first sign to send me

"feedback" about using the oxford comma.

I expect it, I relish it, and I look forward to it.  
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Aquarius (January 20 – February 18)

There's no one quite like you, is there

Aquarius? You're a law student because

you're going to fix the system, bring down

the man, and replace the man with your

ethical self, right? Saving the world is your

number one priority; everything else be

damned! November is a tough time of year

for you though, there's so much to

schedule (and stick to). You're going to

have another long season of making plans

you have to cancel at the last minute and

looking cool while you do it. 

Pisces (February 19 – March 20)

Okay, I think by law I have to include you,

Pisces, even though your sign represents

almost all my exes, but whatever, it's okay.

Here we go. You're going to have an alright

month, meaning you'll probably draw some

things or read some other stuff. You're

going to do just as fine as everyone else in

all your endeavours. You're going to be

mad no one understands you, and then

you're going to blame Aries for it (okay, you

could have a point there). You're also going

to have a great time doing whatever it is

Pisces like to do, and you know what?

People are likely to agree because, for

whatever reason, they think you're great.



Virgo (August 23 – September 22)

Virgo, you've already planned your

study/work schedule, scheduled your

Instagram posts, and finished your ten-year

plan. On top of that, you've started

volunteering, helped your BFF with their

kitchen renovation, and you've completed

all of next semester's readings. 

Libra (September 23 – October 22)

Where do I start with you, Libra? Since you

have the skills of persuasion, and you're

always able to find a balance in every

situation, now is really when the world

needs you. Who would cut the tension

during this time of global upheaval if not for

your posts about #succulents (#plantlife!)?

You deeply feel the stress of those around

you, but you're always trying to make

everything better. We thank you, but

please, please, stop sending us puppy

TikToks when we're trying to study.
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Scorpio (October 23 – November 21)

Look at you, Scorpio — in your element in

this time of uncertainty. You have won

almost as many arguments as Aries over

the last few months (almost). Since you're

always right (even when you're wrong),

you already know how you're going to

flourish over the next month, and you're

going to make sure to tell everyone how

right you are. Someday, you'll be the

tough-as-nails-secretly-soft-as-dough

protagonist lawyer in a John Grisham-

esque novel, and we're here for it. 

Taurus (April 20 – May 19) 

Taurus, you are taking the bulls by the

horns this season. Stubborn and tough,

you've taken on everything this semester,

and you are fighting through your

extracurricular commitments, making

CANs, and hammering out papers. Try to

take it easy as the semester ends. Though

now is the time to grind, don't let the grind

swallow you up. 


